Toyota C-HR
Side Sills
Installation Instructions

Model year: 2016/10
Vehicle code: **X*0*-AH****
Part number: PW156-10000-**
Manual reference number: AIM 003 798-2
PW156-10000-** = A + B + C + D + E

3M adhesion promoter

[Diagram of Toyota C-HR with parts labeled A, B, C, D, E, A1, B1, D1, C1]
3M adhesion promoter
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MAX 90 km/h
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Minimum 50 cm
CHECK SIZE
Print 100%
Check with rulers before use.
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Model / Year: Toyota C-HR 2016/10
Side Sills
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Installation Date: [blank]
Technician Name & Signature: [blank]
Stamp: [blank]